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Abstract 
The problem of the evaluation in floating-point arithmetic of a polynomial with floating-point coefficients at a 
point which is a finite sum of floating-point numbers is studied. The solution is obtained as an infinite convergent 
series of floating-point numbers. The algorithm requires a precise scalar product, but this can always be imple- 
mented by software in a high-level language without assembly language routines as we indicate. A convergence result 
is proved under a very weak restriction on the size of the degree of the polynomial in terms of the unit roundoff U; 
roughly speaking, the degree should not be larger than the square root of (1 + u)/(2u). Even in the particular case 
when the point at which to evaluate the polynomial reduces to one floating-point number, we find a new simplified 
algorithm among the whole family that the preceding convergence result allows. 
This problem occurs, among others, in the convergence of the Newton method to some real root of the given 
polynomial p. If we simply use the Horner scheme to evaluate the polynomial p in a neighbourhood of the root, in 
some cases the evaluation will contain no correct digits and will prevent us from getting convergence even to 
machine accuracy. The convergence of iterative methods, among which the Newton method, with added perturba- 
tions was the central theme of my talk given at the ICCAM’92. The second part will appear in a forthcoming paper. 
These added perturbations can represent for example forward or backward errors occurring in finite-precision 
computations. 
The problem discussed here appears in validating some hypotheses of these general convergence results (see the 
forthcoming paper). 
Key words: Floating-point arithmetic; Lower bidiagonal system; Precise scalar product; Precise residue; Iterative 
refinement; Staggered correction format; Precise evaluation of a polynomial; Convergence of the Newton method 
1. Introduction 
By F(P, C, L, U) we denote the subset of the set R of all real numbers, consisting of zero 
and all real numbers which can be written in the extreme left normalized floating-point form in 
base p with t digits at the mantissa, i.e., in the form s .d,d,d, . . . d, /?” where s E { +, -}, 
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4, d *, . . . , d, E {O, 1, 2,. . . , p - l), d, # 0 and where e E [LU] c Z a finite subinterval of the 
set Z of all integers, L, and U denoting respectively the lower limit L and the upper limit U on 
the range of the integer exponent e. An element of F(P, t, L, U> is called a (normalized) 
floating-point number and t is called the precision. Of course a nonzero floating-point number 
possesses a lot of other representations than the extreme left normalized floating-point form. 
For the sake of simplicity, we shall not take care of the bounds L and U on the integer 
exponent e; we tacitly assume that the left-limit L is so negative and the right-limit U so 
positive that no problem of underflow or overflow will occur in our computations. For example, 
the extended numeric data type of the Standard Apple Numerics Environment (SANE), with 
which we will realize our numerical experiments, corresponds to F(P = 2, t = 64, L = - 16 382, 
U = 16384). For the above mentioned reason, we will abbreviate F(P, t, L, U> simply by 
F(P, t). By q we denote the rounding operator, i.e., the mapping from R into F(P, t) which 
sends the real number x onto its best approximation by an element of F(P, t); in the case 
when x is the midpoint of two consecutive floating-point numbers on the real line, one can 
choose either of the two floating-point numbers (in the frequently used rule “round to even” 
one chooses in this ambiguous case that floating-point number which has its last digit at the 
mantissa even). We suppose that the floating-point arithmetic on F(P, t> is optimal in the 
sense that if 0 is one of the four basic operations +, -, *, / and X, y E F(P, t>, then the 
computed value x g y is assumed to satisfy the equation 
X G y = 0(X 0 y), (1.1) 
i.e., to be the rounding of the exact value (if 0 = /, we assume also y # 0). By u we denote the 
unit roundoff of F(P, t), i.e., u = $p’-‘. o will denote 1 + U. As is well known, if x E F(/3, t> \ 
(O}, then the absolute value of the relative error made by replacing x by q X: 1(x - q X)/X 1 is 
bounded by u/w. From this and (1.11, it then follows that the absolute value of the relative 
error resulting from one of the four basic floating-point operations applied to operands 
X, y EF(/?, t) is also bounded by u/o, i.e., 
Ix$y-xoyl< flxoyI. 
To motivate our problem, let us consider the following example. 
(l-2) 
Example 1.1. Suppose we want to compute the roots of the following polynomial of the fourth 
degree: 
p(z) = 8118 .z4 - 11482 z3 + z* + 5741 z - 2030. (1.3) 
This polynomial is given in an example in [lo, $5, p.121 to illustrate the difficulties we get in 
finite-precision floating-point arithmetic if we try to evaluate it at the point z = .707 107 by 
simply applying the Horner algorithm. This is not at all astonishing as for this value of z, the 
exact value of 8118 z4 - 11482 z3 + z * + 5741 z is 2029.999 99 999 980 847 267 472 918 and if 
we now add the term of degree zero of the polynomial p: -2030, we will lose the fourteen 
leading digits of 8118 z4 - 11482 z3 + z* + 5741 z, getting - 1.915 273 2527082. lo-“. If we 
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do, for example, the computations in F(/? = 10, t = 121, then we will get 0 as answer, which 
contains no correct digits. If we take zk = .707 107 and put it into Newton’s formula 
(l-4) 
p(z,) being computed in F(P = 10, t = 121, then we should get zk+r = zk and the improvement 
of the iterations would be stopped. In fact .707 107 is near the root (0.5>‘/2 = 
.707 106 781186 547 524 400 844.. . of the polynomial p. Obviously, the closer to the root, the 
more we lose significant digits in the evaluation of p when we add the coefficient of the term of 
degree zero. To see that, let us take now z = .707 106781187 which is equal to the root (0.5)‘/* 
of p rounded to twelve digits. Now the exact value of 8118 z4 - 11482 z3 +z2 + 5741 z is 
2029.999 99 999 999 999 960 592 614 041661887 512 896 266 037 398 
and if we now add the term of degree zero of the polynomial p: -2030, we will lose the twenty 
leading digits of 8118 z4 - 11482 z3 + z* + 5741 z. If we want at least one correct digit in the 
answer p(z), which is the minimum requirement in order that the Newton method continues to 
improve the approximation of the root, by simply applying the Horner algorithm, we should 
work at least with 21 decimal digits. 
In fact, p(z) = (2z2 - 1)(99z - 70X412 - 29). The four roots are simple but the three 
positive ones are near each other. The roots $ and g have the same three leading digits as the 
root (0 5)l/* (they are in fact reduced fractions of the continued fraction development of 
(0.5% If w e ry t t o compute one of these positive roots by (1.41, then we will have to evaluate 
p at points near this positive root. Due to the closeness of the three positive roots, these points 
will be also near to the two other positive roots. Consequently the three positive roots will play 
in the smallness of p at these points and thus to the loss of leading significant digits when 
adding the term of degree zero of p: -2030 for evaluating p by the Horner rule. Despite this 
fact it is possible to compute the roots to machine accuracy if we use a precise evaluation of the 
polynomial p for points near the root, as the following numerical experiment shows. For the 
ease of programming, these computations have been done on a Macintosh Classic in Mac 
Pascal in extended precision. Thus the computations are done in F(/3 = 2, t = 64) and the unit 
roundoff u = +2l-’ = 2-‘j4 = 5.4. 10e2’. Th’ is corresponds roughly to nineteen decimal digits. 
Numerical experiment 
Enter the starting point? 
0.7071 
after conversion = + B.504 816 FOO 68D B8B . 16- ’ 
how many rough iterations before? 
7 
z[O] = 7.071000000000000000 * 10-l 
before conversion z[O] = + B.504 816 FOO 68D B8B . 166’ 
value of the polynomial = 4.950 359 011601790 370. lo- lo 
correction term = 8.479 254 450 383 121524 * lo-” 
z[l] = 7.071084792544503 830.10-’ 
before conversion z[ll = + B.505 OFB llF45CD8B. 16-l 
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value of the polynomial = - 1.536 006 877 245 199 576 - lo- lo 
correction term = - 1.637 770 712 448 912 843 * lop6 
2[2] = 7.071068 414 837 379 342 . lo- ’ 
before conversion 2[2] = + B .504 F43 6F3 54A 8Bl - 16- ’ 
value of the polynomial = - 5.258 571356 137 053 954 . lo- l2 
correction term = - 6.021223 971826 803 374 . lo-’ 
2[3] = 7.071067 812 714 982 158 .10-l 
before conversion z[3] = + B.504 F33 457 45E 2F5 * 16-l 
value of the polynomial = - 7.438 494 264 988 548 820 - lo- l5 
correction term = - 8.540845-6512089734 * 10-l’ 
2[4] = 7.071067 811860 897 584 .10-l 
before conversion z[4] = + B.504 F33 3F9 5D8 AFF * 16-l 
value of the polynomial = 1 .llO 223 024 625 156 540 . lo- l6 (no correct digits) 
precise value of the polynomial = 3.986 814637337591150~10-17 (not used) 
value of the derivative = - 8.709 283 946 739 532 212 * 10e5 
precise value of the derivative = - 8.709 283 946 754 569 686 . lop5 (not used) 
correction term = 1.274 758 098 845 528 297 * lo- l2 (no correct digits) 
precise correction term = 4.577 660 645 480 779 177 . lo-l3 (not used) 
zI51= 7.071067811873645 164.10-l 
before conversion z[5] = + B.504 F33 3FA C45 AFF . 166’ 
value of the polynomial = 0.000000000000 000000 * lo+’ (no correct 
correction term = 0.000 000 000 000 000 000 . lo+’ (no correct digits) 
z[6] = 7.071067811873645 164.10-1 
before conversion z[6] = + B.504 F33 3FA C45 AFF . 16- ’ ( = z[5]) 
value of the polynomial = 0.000 000 000 000 000 000 . lo+’ (no correct 
correction term = 0.000 000 000 000 000 000 - lo+’ (no correct digits) 
z[7] = 7.071067 811873 645 164.10-’ 
before conversion z[7] = + B.504 F33 3FA C45 AFF * 16- ’ ( = z[5]) 
Now, we use a precise evaluation of p at the point z: 
precise value of the polynomial = - 7.115 415 742 613 784 984 . 10P” 
value of the derivative = - 8.709 284456 687 171882. 1O-5 
correction term = - 8.169 920 018 114 024 328 * lo-l3 
z[S] = 7.071067 811865 475 244 - 10-l 
before conversion z[8] = + B.504 F33 3F9 DE6 485 * 16- ’ 
precise value of the polynomial = - 3.070 874 688 126 483 225 * 1O-24 
value of the derivative = - 8.709 284 129 837513 432. lop5 
correction term = - 3.525 978 303 550 622 175 * 10P2’ 
z[9] = 7.071067811865 475 244 * 10-r 
before conversion z[9] = + B.504F33 3F9 DE6484.16-’ 
precise value of the polynomial = 1.650 437 699 077 096 050 . 1O-24 
digits) 
digits) 
value of the polynomial = 1.110223 024625 156540. lo-l6 (not used) (no correct digits) 
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value of the derivative = - 8.709 284 129 837513 432 * lop5 
precise value of the derivative = - 8.709 284 129 877 901344 . 1O-5 (not used) ( * > 
correction term = 1.895 032 558 902 045 814 . lo-*’ 
precise correction term (use ( * 1) = 1.895 032 558 893 257 904 * lo-*’ (not used) 
z[lO] = 7.071067811865 475 244.10-r 
before conversion z[lO] = + B.504 F33 3F9 DE6 484.166’ ( = 2[9]) 
By “correction term”, we mean the second term in the right-hand side of (1.4). We have 
underlined the correct digits. We have also given some additional values which actually are not 
used in the computation but that we have found interesting for the purpose of comparing 
numerical results. To be easily readable the results have been written in base 10. But to take 
into account the high sensibility of the value of the polynomial when its argument is near its 
root (0.5>‘/* ( corn p are for example the value of p at z[8] and at 2[9]), and thus to errors of 
conversion on the argument when changing from one base to another, we have also given the 
value of its argument in base 16 (for the sake of short notations) from which we can easily 
deduce its value in base 2 exactly. 
We stress the success of the precise evaluation of the polynomial p: we get full digits 
accuracy (nineteen) instead of merely eleven at most. As we shall see, the algorithm uses only 
the elementary floating-point arithmetic of F(P = 2, t = 64); it needs also a precise scalar 
product, but this can be constructed by using the formulas of Dekker and Veltkamp [3,4], [6, 
Section 4.2.21 which give the exact product of two floating-point numbers as an exact sum of 
two floating-point numbers. These formulas reduce the computation of a precise scalar product 
to a problem of summation, which can be solved by Pichat’s technique of summation [14] by 
using Moller’s formulas [6, Section 4.2.21 to compute the roundings occurring in the floating- 
point additions. Due to the use of the Dekker and Veltkamp formulas for the exact product of 
two floating-point numbers, we manage without using F(P = 2, 2t) which is anyway not 
available in the Standard Apple Numeric Environment (SANE). This is a small originality, but 
worth practical interest, with respect to the algorithms described in [9]. This is not the fastest 
procedure [9,10], but it has the advantage of requiring nothing more than standard elementary 
floating-point arithmetic. 
The previous example could be done with the existing Kulisch-Miranker techniques [2,7,9,10] 
using some language including advanced computer arithmetic [1,5,8]. But here our purpose is to 
manage with standard Pascal, to be precise with Mac Pascal, which contains only elementary 
floating-point arithmetic. We have only to add by programming the strict minimum: a careful 
routine to evaluate, to maximum accuracy, a polynomial on one floating-point number and the 
precise scalar product on which it rests. Also, we do not use interval arithmetic. Moreover, by 
doing some additional programming effort, we could extend the routine of evaluation of a 
polynomial to an argument which is a formal finite sum of floating-point numbers, the 
staggered correction format of [16], each belonging to F(P = 2, t = 641, giving us the value of 
the polynomial rounded to the nearest element of F(P, t) ‘. This would allow us to obtain a 
’ By Algorithm 1.2 which follows, we can even get as many terms as we want of a series of elements of F(P, t) 
convergent to the exact value of the polynomial. But we do not need so much here. 
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convergent sequence of approximations to the exact root in the sense that we could then obtain 
as much terms as we want of an infinite series of elements of F(P, t> whose exact sum is equal 
to the root [13]. These terms can then be added to maximum accuracy by using Pichat’s 
technique and Moller’s formulas mentioned above. 
If instead of programming a careful routine of evaluation of a polynomial we simply use 
arbitrary precision [15], we have observed on an IBM 9375/90 working with the language 
REXX (Restructured Extended Executor), whose base p of the dynamic floating-point system 
is 10, that, whatever the precision is (i.e., the number of digits of the normalized mantissa) from 
t = 20 to t = 200, we always lose about nine figures. On the contrary, in our experiment above 
all nineteen decimal digits that we have obtained are correct, as soon as we use the precise 
evaluation routine of p, although the genuine binary floating-point representation of the result 
still varies once in the last bit of the mantissa. Magnus [12] using IBM’s high-accuracy 
arithmetic subroutine library Acrith [17] gets for the four roots of p an interval whose left and 
right ends differ only by one unit in the last decimal place, i.e., the seventeenth. But of course 
such a program is not available on a Macintosh Classic; it requires an IBM machine System/370 
and a disc space of more than 10 Mb [17, p.3701. It uses interval arithmetic and new 
floating-point operations available via assembly language routines. Comparatively, we manage 
with little means. 
We now turn to the study of the precise evaluation of a polynomial on a data in staggered 
correction format. Let p be the polynomial function 
p(z) = 2 pn_$ =p& +p&-l +p,zn-2+ **. +p,-2z2 +p,-,z +Pn 
i=O 
=( . ..(((PoZ+P.)z+P,)z+P,)z+ “‘)z+P,, (1.5) 
whose coefficients pO, pl, p2,. . . , p, E F(/3, t). The problem is to evaluate the polynomial p at 
the point 
$- = 2 t(S) , where t(“), t(l), tc2) 7*--Y t(‘) E F(P, t). (1.6) 
s=O 
In (1.6) the sum is exact and is thus formal from the computational point of view in F(P, t>. 
The form (1.6) is called, by Stetter, the staggered correction format [161. Let us set 
- 1 0 0 . . . . . . o- 
-T 1 0 . . . . . . 0 
0 1 0 0.. 0 
A= 0 ;’ --7 1 0 ’ 
i ;, (j ..: 0’ _; ; 
1 0 0 . . . . . . 0 
-t(O) 1 0 . . . . . . 0 
.A,= 0 -t(O) 1 0 . . . 0 
o 0 -t(O) 1 0 
0 0 . . . 0 _,G ; 
> P= 
PO 
Pl 
P2 
P, 
(1.7) 
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The coefficients of the matrix A, belong to F(& t), not those of A in general. Let us note that 
the indices of rows and columns of the elements of the matrices A and A, take integer values 
in the interval [O..n]. In exact arithmetic the solution of the linear system Ax =p (respectively 
A,x =p) of it + 1 equations by forward substitution is step-by-step equivalent to the Horner 
scheme (1.5) with z replaced by r (respectively by t(O)); in particular, the last component of the 
vector solution of dimension it + 1 is the value of the polynomial p at r (respectively t(O)). Let 
us see now how by computing in F(/3, t> with its own arithmetic, we can get a series Cy=,~f, of 
elements of F(P, t) convergent o the value of the polynomial p at the point r. 
Algorithm 1.2. (i) We initialize our algorithm by setting Y(O) :=p, the vector of coefficients 
[PO, PI, P2,. . . > p,]’ of the polynomial z -p(z). 
(ii) For j := 0, 1, 2, 3,. . . , 
- solve the linear system A,y = ri in F(/?, t) by forward substitution, getting in this way the 
computed vector xj: array [O..n] of elements of F(/3, t). More precisely, xi := ri; for i := 1 to yt 
compute 
xi’ := ri’ p t(O) j: Xi’_i ; 
( 1 (1.8) 
- compute to least-digit accuracy each component of the vector &+I, residue of the exact sum 
of the floating-point vectors x0, x1, x2,. . . , xi with respect to the matrix A and the second 
member p. In other words, for i := 0 to IZ compute 
rl+‘=o pi- bx;+ +& . I 
i 1 
(1.9) 
1 = 0 s=o I=0 
In these formulas we have set x!, =x’, =x!, = . . * = xi, = 0. In vector form (1.9) can be 
rewritten as follows: 
(1 .lO) 
where we have extended the rounding operator to vectors by making it operate component by 
component. 
Of course, to compute rj+l, we need a precise scalar product which can always be 
implemented from the basic floating-point arithmetic of F(P, t) as explained shortly at the end 
of Example 1.1. The computation of Y/+ ’ in (1.9) can be seen for i # 0 as the scalar product of 
two floating-point vectors of dimension (Y + 2)(j + 1) + 1: the first floating-point vector whose 
list of components is 
1 1 - 1, - 1, - 1 . . . - 1 1 t(O), t(l), tC2). . . t(‘) I t(O), t(l), tC2). . . t(‘) I t(O), t(l), tC2). . . t(‘) I 
. . . I t(O) 7 tw, tm . . . t(‘) 1) (1.11) 
and the second floating-point vector whose list of components is 
p, I xy, Xf, x;...xi’ I x;+ xp_,, xi”_1 )...) xF-1 I xf_1, x;_1, xf_l...x;_, I 
x12_,, x;q, x;_l...x,y I . . . I X/-I, xi-1, xi-1 . ..X!_l I. (1.12) 
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For the ease of notation we have grouped the components by “packets”: the first packet has 
one component, the second one has j + 1 components and the j + 1 packets of r + 1 compo- 
nents each follow. For i = 0, the right-hand side of (1.9) reduces to the precise sum q (p, - 
C{=,X$ which can be viewed as the precise scalar product of two floating-point vectors of j + 2 
components: the first one [l, - 1, - 1, - 1,. . . , - llT and the second one [pO, ~00, x:, 
xi,. . . ) XX]‘. 
The philosophy of the algorithm is that we solve linear systems with the matrix A, and 
compute precise residues with the matrix A. This algorithm is known, when 7 reduces to one 
floating-point number and for A, diff erent of A, =A [2,10,11]; but as we shall see a lot of 
other choices are possible among which A, = I, the identity matrix of order n + 1, a choice 
which considerably simplifies the algorithm. This surprising fact in the setting of finite-precision 
arithmetic will be illustrated numerically in Section 3. 
2. Convergence results for the algorithm 
We now first give a convergence result of Cj,,,: to P(T) under rather constraining 
conditions on ( 7 1, 1 t(O) I and 1 T - t(O) I. We shall see later that by using some properties of the 
optimal floating-point arithmetic, we can get rid of these restrictions and obtain convergence in 
extreme generality with only some weak restriction on the degree of the polynomial. 
(24 
Proposition 2.1. Let us suppose that 
171 <I, l t(O) I < 1 7 
and that 
q := 2(n2+ 2n)uo2”-’ + 2(” + l)E + on(n + 1) IT - t(O) I < 1. 
Let us denote by x the exact solution of the linear system Ax =I). Then, 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
In particular, 
wherex, =P(T), 
I I=0 I 
and x0 denotes, in accordance with Algorithm 
system with matrix A, and second member p. 
(2.4) 
1.2, the computed solution in F(P, t) of the linear 
Accordingly, 
(2.5) 
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Proof. We have thus to bound II x - C{,Ox’ 11 m in terms of II x - C/=ix[ II _,: 
and as xi is the computed solution in F(P, t) by forward substitution of the lower triangular 
system A,+ = rj, it seems natural to compare xi with the exact solution A;‘&. Following this 
idea, we get 
iix- ixl]]m<]]x- ~~x~-A,‘r’~~~+~~A,‘r’-x’~~~. (2.6) 
Let us first try to bound the first term in the right-hand side of (2.6). To do this and as 
,j= q (p-A;gx+ (2.7) 
it seems natural first to bound 11 x - C{:ix’ --A-‘ri IIm and then to compare /‘r-j with 
Ai’d. By (2.7) and Ax =p, we have 
(2.8) 
To rewrite (2.8) in vector form, let us introduce the diagonal matrix 
E’= 
Ei 0 0 a*- 0 0 
0 4 0 *** 0 0 
0 E; 0 **- 0 0 
000 4 0 
. . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 0 *** 0 EL 
_[O. .n, 0. .n] 
(2.9) 
With the matrix Ej, the II + 1 equalities (2.8) can be rewritten as follows: 
rj=A(x-I<x’) +EjA(x-1(x' (2.10) 
To make come into sight the term x - C/Zix’ -A -‘~j, let us multiply the two members of 
I=0 \ 
which implies 
j-l 
x _ c xl -A-1,-j = -A-lEiA 
I=0 
j-l 
x- Xx’ 
I=0 
(2.iO) by A-‘. We get 
j-l 
A-‘+ =x - Cx[+A-QjA 
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Taking the modulus 2 of both sides, we get 
X-~<X~-A-+ ,A-WA,~.-~~X+ (2.11) 
In view of the second member of (2.11), we need to bound 1 A -‘EjA I. From (2.9) and (2.8), it 
follows immediately that 
IA-WA +-‘I IAl. (2.12) 
From the explicit expression of the matrix A given in (1.7), we get easily that A-’ is equal to 
the unit lower triangular matrix 
A-l = 
1 0 0 0 *** 0 
7 1 0 0 ... 0 
r2 
; 
1 0 . . . 0 
T3 1 0 - 7 (2.13) 
. . 
rn 7 n-l 7 n-2 7 n-3 . . . 1 _[O..n, O..nl 
Taking the modulus of the matrix A-' and of the matrix A and multiplying, we get 
1 0 0 0 . . . 0 
2171 1 0 0 . . . 0 
ad2 2171 1 0 . . . 0 
IA-‘1 IAl = ~1~13 WI2 2171 1 0 * (2.14) 
. . 
2171” 2171n-2 2171n-2 21r111-3 ... 1 _[O..n, O..nl 
From (2.11), (2.12) and (2.14) follows that 
j-l 
j-l 
x X- CX’ <2i(n+l) PJ& 
11 II I=0 m II II I=0 a: 
(2.15) 
as I T I < 1, by hypothesis. 
Let us now compare A -'r-j with A,'rJ. We have 
IIA-‘rj-A,‘riII,< IIAp’-A,‘I),IIriII,. (2.16) 
2 The modulus of a vector (respectively a matrix) is defined as the vector (respectively the matrix) whose 
components are the modulus of the corresponding components of the vector (respectively the matrix) at hand. 
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We begin thus by first estimating II A-’ -A;’ IJm. The expression of A;’ is similar to that of 
A - ’ given in (2.13); it suffices to replace T by t(“) in the right-hand side matrix of (2.13). 
Consequently, 
11 A-’ -A,’ Ilrn = ( T - p I + 1 g - p I + IT3 - p)3 I + . . . + I Tn - p” I 
< 1~-~~)1(1+2+3+ ... +n), 
because 
(2.17) 
r1’ _ t(o)j = (T _ t(0))(+l + ,jkzt(o) + +3t(OP + . . . +t(O)i-1) 
and as ( 7 I and I t(O) I are bounded by one by hypothesis. It follows that 
II A-’ -A,’ II &+z(n+1)17-~~“)). 
Let us now bound 1) yi II m. By (2.8)-(2.10), 
(2.18) 
lb~Ilm~dIAIlm (2.19) 
From (2.16), (2.18) and (2.19) follows that 
j-l 
II A- 1,j-A,1riII,~n(n+l)017--t(o)( x- xx’ . 
11 II I=0 m 
(2.20) 
From (2.15) and (2.20) follows that 
11 
j-1 
x- zx’-A,‘& 
II [ 
< 2(n+l)~+on(n+1)17-t(0)l (2.21) 
I=0 m 
To get our wanted estimate of I) x - C{=,x’ IIm, it suffices thus in view of (2.21) and (2.6) to 
estimate II A;‘rj -xi II m. But xi is the computed solution by forward substitution in F(P, t) 
with its own floating-point arithmetic of the unit lower bidiagonal linear system A,x = ri. As 
we will show in Lemma 2.2, it follows that for each k E (0, 1, 2,. . . , n}, 
I xi - (A; ‘~j)~ I G ( k2 + 2k)uo2k-2 max I ~-jt(‘)~~’ I. 
O<I<k 
By hypothesis, we have assumed that I t(O) I < 1, which with (2.22) implies that 
IIx~-A~‘~~II,~(~~+~~)~~~“~~II~~II,. 
From this inequality and (2.19) then follows 
j-l 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
II xj-A,‘d Ilm < 2(n2 + 2n)uw2”-’ x - c xf 
II II 
. (2.24) 
I=0 m 
From (2.21) and (2.24), we then get 
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In view of the definition (2.2) of q, this is (2.3). Eq. (2.4) follows from (2.3) by simple iteration 
and (2.5) from (2.4) by the hypothesis that q < 1. 0 
Let us now prove the inequality (2.22) that we have used in the above proof of Proposition 
2.1. 
Lemma 2.2. 
Ix~--(A;l~-j)~l ~(k*+2k)~~*~-* max (~-jt(‘+‘I, fork=O, 1,2,...,n. 
O<l<k 
(2.26) 
Proof . We have xi = r:, x{ = r{ 4 t(O) 2 XX, ~4 = ri 4 t(O) G Xi, Xi = r( 4 t(O) 0Xi,. . . , Xi-1 = ri-1 
P t(O) 2xi_*, xi = r; + t(O) p xI k-l. By introducing relative rounding errors for each elementary 
floating-point operation in F(P, t), these equalities can be rewritten: 
x:, = ,j 
0, 
xi = (r{ + t(O) * x6(1 + 6,))(1 + El), xi = (Y:. + t(O)* x:‘(l + 6,))(1 +E*), 
xi = (ri + t(O) * x4(1 + 6,))(1 + Q), . . .) xi-1 = (& + t(O)* xi-*(1 + 6,_,))(1 + q-l), 
xi = (T-i + t(O)* xi_r(l + 6,))(1 + Ek), (2.27) 
where the l p and 6,, p = 1, 2,. . . , k, are all in modulus bounded by u/w. 
By backward substitution in these last equalities, we get 
xi = Y;(l+ E/J + t(O)* xi_1(1+ S,)(l + Ek) 
= ?-k(l + E/J + t(O) * T-l-1 (1 + %)(l + %)(l+%l) 
+ t(O)* xi-*(1 + 6,)(1 + 6,_,)(1 + Q)(l + $1) 
= I-{(1 + Ek) + t(O) * $1 (1 + &)(l + %)(l +%-I) 
+ t(o)* * T-k-*(1 + 6,)(1 + 6,-,)(1+ cjJ(l+ %I)(1 + Ek-2) 
+ tc0j3 * Xk_3(1 + 6,)(1 + &_,)(I + &,)(I + l JJ(l+ E&1)(1 + Q-2) 
= . . . = t(Wrj 
k-l fi (l+‘,) ir (l +Ep)y 
l=O p=k-l+l p=k-1 
where we have set e. = 0. The kth component of the exact solution A;‘rj of the unit lower 
bidiagonal system A,x = ri is given by the same formula but without any relative rounding 
errors; thus, (A;‘rj)k = Cfzot(o)‘r~_l. Taking the difference of the two equalities and then the 
modulus, we get 
l~~--(A;lrj)~l G i It(0)‘rk_,I I$ 
I=0 p=k-I+1 
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due to the fact that Ed = 0. Consequently, 
I x:, - ( A(prj)k I 
G “” max I ~-jt(~)~-’ I [ 1 + 3 w2 + 5w4 + 7w6 + 9w8 + llo1° + . . * 
w O<I<k 
+ (2k - 1)#-2 + 2kWzk-‘] 
<UW 2kp2 max 1 ,jt’W 
O<l<k 
I [ 1 + 3 + 5 + 7 + 9 + 11+ * * * + (2k - 1) + 24 
k-l 
<LlW 2k-2 max 1 ~-jt(‘)~-’ I 
O<l<k 
c (21+ 1) + 2k 
l=O 
=(k2+2k)u~2k-20~;~kIrjt(o)kp’I. 0 
1.. 
We now want to show that in the hypotheses of Proposition 2.1 we can drop (2.1), i.e., that 
I T I < 1, ) t(O) I < 1, and replace (2.2), i.e., 
4 := 2( n2 + 2n)u0?-’ +2(n+ l)~+wn(n+1)174I <l, 
0 
by the condition 2(n2 + 2n)uw2”-’ + 2(n + l)u/w < 1 without any constraint on the smallness 
of I T - t(O) I. Let us recall the setting: p denotes the polynomial function 
p(z) = k pn_$ =pozn +plzn-l +p,z”_2+ ... +p,-2z2 +p,-,z +Pn, (2.28) 
i=O 
whose coefficients po, pl, p2,. . . , p, E F(P, t). The problem is to evaluate the polynomial p at 
the point 
7 = c t@), where t(O), t(l), tc2) ,***, t(‘) E F(P, t). 
s=o 
(2.29) 
Let us set to) = p”t(“) where a is an arbitrary integer and u = C:=,[‘“‘. We have thus also that 
7 =p%, (2.30) 
p(r) =pOrn +1)/-l +p2rn-’ + . . . +pn_2r2 +pn_lr +p, 
= (pOpna)an + (p#-l@)on-* + (p2pcn-2)+Tn-2+ ... +(pn_2P2a)a2 
+(Pn-IL++Pn* (2.31) 
Let us define the new related polynomial 
fi(z) = 2 J5,_$ =fiozn +&n-l +fi2t”-2+ . . . +fin-2z2 +jjn-,z +fi,, (2.32) 
i=O 
where fij = pip (n-i)a for j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n. Eq. (2.31) tells us that P(T) =$(a). Thus the problem 
of the evaluation of the floating-point polynomial p at T reduces to the problem of the 
evaluation of the floating-point polynomial 5 at the point (T. By (2.30) we have u = pear and 
t(O) = p-‘t(‘). This implies that 
I (T - [‘O’ ) = p -_a I 7 - p 1. (2.33) 
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If 2(n2 + 2n)z&i?-’ + 2(n + l)u/o < 1, then by (2.33) the hypotheses of Proposition 2.1 will be 
verified for the polynomial fi for a large enough, i.e., we will have I c I < 1, I t(O) I < 1 and 
s’:= 2(n2 + 2n)z&-’ + 2(n + 1): + W+z + 1) I u -&(O) I < 1. 
Applying Proposition 2.1 to the evaluation of 6 at the point (T, we get 
iqu) - ii; <$lli-iOII,. (2.34) 
I I=0 I 
Analogously to (1.71, we define 
1 0 0 ..* 
-U 1 0 ..* 
& 0 ;@ 1 0 
o -u 1 
0 0 ..: 0’ 
A, = 
1 0 0 
-t(O) 1 0 
0 -I 1 
0 0 -[(O) 
0 0 . . . 
. . . 0 
. . . 0 
. . . 0 
0 
. . 
-u 1 
7 
. . . . . , 0. 
. . . . . . 0 
0 . . . 0 
1 0 
0 _&V ; 
, FE 
PO 
Pl 
P2 
& 
(2.35) 
In (2.341, 2 (respectively ,C’O> denotes the exact Jrespectively computed in HP, t>) solution of 
the linear system of order n + 1 with matrix A (respectively A,) and second member 5. To 
settle the link between Algorithm 1.2 applied to the evaluation of p at r and Algorithm 1.2 
applied to the evaluation of fi at u, we shall need the following property of the optimal 
floating-point arithmetic. 
Proposition 2.3. Let x E R be a real number and a E Z. Let q denote the rounding operator from 
R into F(P, t) (rigorously, q is only defined on [--AI, -ml U IO} U [m, M] c R where m = FL-’ 
and M = (1 - p--‘)@‘/). We suppose that q has the property that in case the real number y to 
round is the midpoint of two consecutive floating-point numbers, the choice made for o(y) 
depends only on the mantissas of the two floating-point numbers on each side of y. Then the 
rounding operator satisfies the following invariant property : 
q (p”x) =pqx). (2.36) 
Consequently for x, y E F(/?, t) and a, b E Z: 
p”x 0 pby = pn+qx 3 y) and P”xjpby = paUb( x?y ), ifyZ0. (2.37) 
Also, 
p”x P pay = p”( x P y) and p”x ^p”y =p”(x ^y). (2.38) 
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Proof. Property (2.36) results immediately from the invariance of F(P, t) by multiplication by 
PC where c is an arbitrary integer. This last property of HP, t) follows immediately from its 
definition. Properties (2.37) and (2.38) follow from the optimality (see Section 1) of the 
floating-point arithmetic and (2.36). For example, 
p”X 0 @y = .(pQx * p”y) = tl(pa+b(x * y)) =pa+bO(X * y) =pa+b(X 0 y). 
The proof is similar for the three other cases. 0 
Proposition 2.4. Let x1 (respectively x”) be the computed solution in F(P, t) by forward 
substitution of the unit lower bidiagonal system A,z = r’ (respectively i,Z = r”) for some 1 E N. 
Let us suppose that i$ = p(n-k)ar~ for k = 0, 1, 2,. . . , n. Then, 
i; = p’” -k)aX;, fork=O, 1,2 ,..., n. (2.39) 
Proof. As i” is the computed solution in F(P, t) by forward substitution of the unit lower 
bidiagonal system A,? = F’, we have for k = 0, 1, 2,. . . , n, 
2; = F; q ‘$J) $ ikpl = pWOar; q p-q(O) j: $_ (2.40) 
Let us argue by recurrence. Eq. (2.39) is true for k = 0 because 2; = ?A = pnarL = pnaxb (the 
relation Y’A = pnarh follows from the hypothesis). Let us suppose now that (2.39) is true for 
k - 1 and let us show that it is still true for k. From (2.40) it follows that 
~:=p(“-k)ar:~~--at(0)~p(n-k+l)aX~_l ++a r;+tt(0)$x;_, +n-WaX;, [ 1 
which proves that (2.39) is still true for k. Eq. (2.39) is thus true for all k = 0, 1, 2,. . . , n. •I 
Proposition 2.5. L_et us suppose that 2; = pcn-k)a~L for I= 0, 1, 2, . . . , i and k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n. 
Let fi+l = q (~5 - ACiCoi:‘) and ri+’ = q (p - ACj=,x’). Then, 
‘k -!+l =p(n-k)arL+l, fork = 0, 1, 2 ,..., n. (2.41) 
Proof. Let k E {O, 1, 2,. . . , n}. 
where we have set x! 1 = 0, 
i i 
=pk@npk)a - c p(n-k)a~~ + u c /3cn-k+1)a~~_1, by the hypothesis, 
l=O I=0 
=pkP (n-k)a _ i /3(n-k)a~; +P-‘7 k pcn-k+l)a~f:_l, by (2.30) 
l=O I=0 
i 
i pk - c x:, + 7 c XL_ 
I=0 I=0 
,) +‘“-*‘“! p -Aix’),. 
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Thus, 
By jSj =~~p(~-j)~ for j = 0, 1, 2,. . . , n and Proposition 2.4 with I= 0, we get ii = p(n-k)a~E 
for k = 0, 1, 2,. .., n. Applying Proposition 2.5 with i = 0, we get ?L = pcn-k)a~~ for k = 0, 1, 
2 , . . . , n. Applying now Proposition 2.4 with I= 1, we get $ = j?cn-k)ax~ for k = 0, 1, 2,. . . , n. 
Applying Proposition 2.5 with i = 1, we get ?t = p(n-k)ar~ for k = 0, 1, 2,. . . , n. Applying now 
Proposition 2.4 with 1 = 2, we get i: = /3cn-k)a~i for k = 0, 1, 2,. . . , II. Pursuing in this way, 
applying alternatively Proposition 2.5 and Proposition 2.4, we get 2: = pcn-k)a~~ for k = 0, 1, 
2 , . . . , n and for all 1 E N. We have thus proved the following corollary. 
-I - Corollary 2.6. For all 1 E N and all k = 0, 1, 2,. . . , n, xk p (n-k)ax~. In particular, x’: =xfi for 
all 1 E N. 
From Corollary 2.6, ~(7) =fi((~) and (2.34) follows: 
P(T) - i xf, 6 II~--~II,~‘~p”aIIx-xOIIm~j. 
I=0 
Moreover, by (2.33) and (2.341, 
4’ = 2(n2 + 2n)uw2”-’ +2(n+1);+on(n+1)~-“IT-tq. 
As a can be taken arbitrarily large, we have proved the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.7. Let us suppose that 
1+u 
(nZ+2n)#+n+l<5=~ 
2u a 
(2.42) 
(2.43) 
(2.44) 
Then for every 6 •]2~/0[(11~ + 2n)02” + n + 11, l[, there exists a constant C, > 0 such that 
p(7) - 2x; < C,6’. (2.45) 
I=0 
The important novelty of Theorem 2.7 is that, contrary to Proposition 2.1, there is no 
restriction on the smallness of ( T - t(O) I. This allows us to choose t(O) arbitrarily in F(P, t> as 
t(O) and its opposite may always appear simultaneously in the finite series of terms of F(P, t) 
forming T. A particularly attractive choice is t (‘I = 0. With this choice A, reduces to I,,,. In 
this way, we get the following simplified and convergent algorithm. 
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Simplified Algorithm 2.8. (i) We initialize our algorithm by setting x(“) :=p, the vector of 
coefficients [pO, pl, p2,. . . , p,]* of the polynomial z -p(z). 
(ii) For j := 0, 1, 2, 3,. . . , compute to least-digit accuracy each component of the vector xi+‘, 
residue of the exact sum of the floating-point vectors x0, x1, x2,. . . , xi with respect to the 
matrix A and the second member p. In other words, for i := 0 to n compute 
pi - ix; + f: t(S) (2.46) 
f=O s=o 
In these formulas we have 
tions (2.46) can be rewritten: 
set xo 
-1 
=x1 
-1 
=x2 = . . . =xi 
-1 _ 1 = 0. In vector form, the equa- 
(2.47) 
where we have extended the rounding operator to vectors by making it act component-by-com- 
ponent. 
By Theorem 2.7, Cj=,xL tends to P(T). 
We illustrate now this latitude of choice on A, by a numerical experiment. 
3. Numerical experiment 
Let us consider once again the polynomial of Example 1.1 considered in [lo]: 
p(z) = 8118 z4 - 11482 z3 + z2 + 5741 z - 2030. (3.1) 
As in Example 1.1, all the computations which follow are done on a Macintosh Classic in Mac 
Pascal in extended precision. Thus the computations are done in F(P = 2, t = 64) and the unit 
roundoff u = :21-t = 2-64 z 5.4 * lo-*‘. This corresponds roughly to nineteen decimal digits. 
We consider the very simple case when 7 reduces to one floating-point number. We consider 
7 = B.504 F33 3F9 DE6 485 * 16- ’ = .707 1067811865475244 in base 10. We have given the 
exact value of 7 in base 16, from which it is very easy to get its exact value in base 2 (we prefer 
to write quantities in base 16 rather than in base 2 for obvious reasons of compactness; this is 
harmless, as it does not introduce any conversion error; note however that to denote normal- 
ized mantissas of 64 bits of base 2 in base 16, we can need up to seventeen hexadecimal digits). 
This is very important due to the high sensibility of the value of p with respect to the value of 
its argument near its root (0.5>‘/* as we have already seen in the numerical experiment of 
Example 1.1; in fact, 7 is equal to z[8] = +B.504F33 3F9 DE6485 . 16-l of that numerical 
experiment. We compare two choices of A,: the first choice is A, = ZSXS and the second is 
A, =A, which is possible here in this particular case as T E F(P, t) implies that A E F(/?, t)5x5, 
which is in this particular case the classical choice [2,10,11]. 
The true evaluation point after conversion in base 2 is + B.504F33 3F9 DE6485 0. 16-l. 
Table 1 represents S(j) := •<C~=~X$ for j := 0, 1, 2,. . . ,lO converted to base 10. The two 
schemes are well concordant as they come to the same end, as they must do. The computation 
of the precise sum q (C{,,x~) has been done with a precise scalar product by considering it as 
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Table 1 
AO=ZSX5 A,=A 
S(O) -2.030000000000000000~103 1.110223024625156540~10-‘6 
sil> 
S(2) 
S(3) 
S(4) 
S(5) 
S(6) 
S(7) 
S(8) 
S(9) 
SUO) 
2.029500030791969338~103 
2.030000030791969338~103 
-2.029500000000000001~103 
1.475599156752771535.10-‘6 
-3.070874688128744771~10~24 
- 3.070 874 688 126 483 225.10 - 24 
-3.070874688126483225.10-24 
-3.070874688126483225.10-24 
-3.070874688126483225.10-24 
-3.070874688126483225.10-” 
- 3.070874688 128744771 
-3.070874688126483225 
- 3.070874688 126483255 
- 3.070 874 688 126 483 225 
- 3.070 874 688 126483 225 
- 3.070 874 688 126 483 225 
- 3.070 874 688 126 483 225 
- 3.070 874 688 126 483 225 
- 3.070 874 688 126 483 225 
- 3.070 874 688 126 483 225 
the scalar product of the vector of dimension j + 1 whose components are the xi for 1 = 0, 
1 , . . . , j and the constant vector of dimension j + 1 whose components are all equal to one. 
Let us observe also that in spite of its simpler form, the Simplified Algorithm 2.8 correspond- 
ing to the choice A, = Z5 X5 is less efficient: to get nineteen correct decimal digits in the 
computed value of p(r), we need seven terms in Cj,,xi if we choose A, = I5 X5 instead of 
three, if we choose A, =A, moreover, the big time consumers are the it + 1 precise scalar 
products (2.46) or (1.9) of vectors of length linearly increasing with j that we must perform at 
each iteration. With A, = IsXs we need six iterations and with A, =A we need only two 
iterations. Thus the choice A, = A seems better. The Simplified Algorithm 2.8 is rather of 
theoretical interest, my main purpose was to prove the general convergence result Theorem 2.7. 
In Table 2 we give the value of the polynomial in staggered correction format, that is, the 
value of the xi for 1= 0, 1, 2, 3,. . . for each method, when the computation is done with 
A” =I,,, and when it is done with A, = A. Of course we must give the exact values of xi 
each case, thus in base 2 or equivalently in base 16, for a conversion error even of the order 
the machine accuracy on one of the big xi could be far bigger in modulus than the modulus 
uClxi, which implies that C/(x: + conversion errors) could be very different from &xi. 
in 
of 
of 
Table 2 
Value of the polynomial in staggered correction format 
A, = 4x5 A,=A 
-7.EE00000000000000~16* +8.0000000000000000~16-‘4 
+F.DB8002049A805440.16* -8.000003B663C24420~16-14 
+7.FFFFFFFFFFFFAA20.16-’ +3.01907180526070D8~16630 
-F.DB8002049A805460.162 -3.7BE81CF0330AA6F8.16-46 
+ 7.ED80000000000030~162 -A.AO00000000000000~16-63 
-A.A20003B663C24420.16P14 
+3.01907180526070D4~16-30 
+8.417E30FCCF559070.16-47 
+5.6000000000000000~16-63 
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If we sum exactly the values of each column giving the value in staggered correction format 
of the polynomial p at 7, we find that they are equal as it does, and the common value is 
- 3 .B66 3C2 441 CFE 6F8 E7F AD9 FSF 2B7 BE8 1CF 033 OAA 6F8 AA .16 - 20. 
This is the exact value of the polynomial p at 7 = + B.504 F33 3F9 DE6 485 0 * 166’. The values 
of S(j) show that with A, =1,x5 we have convergence to machine accuracy (equivalent to 
about nineteen decimal digits) for the value of p in six iterations and that with A, =A we have 
convergence to machine accuracy for the value of p in two iterations. But with A, = Z,,, we 
have no lower bidiagonal system to solve; this is the Simplified Algorithm 2.8. Let us observe 
also that in this example we have only a finite number of nonzero xi: nine terms if the 
computation is done with A, = 15X5 and five terms if the computation is done with A, =A. We 
do not know at present if in general there is also only a finite number of nonzero xfi, I= 0, 1, 2, 
3 > . . . . 
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at several points. 
The surprising novelty of Theorem 2.7 is that t(O) can be chosen arbitrarily in F(P, t) 
implying some freedom in the choice of the matrix A, of order II + 1 in (1.7). To confirm the 
truth of the result, it is not useless to give a direct proof of it in the comparatively trivial case of 
exact computations, which corresponds to infinite-precision arithmetic. In this case we can even 
be far more general and work at the Banach space level. We now give two corresponding 
results: a proposition and a corollary modelling Algorithm 1.2 in infinite-precision arithmetic. 
Proposition A.1. Let X be a Banach space and A,, A two linear bounded invertible operators on 
X. Let p E X and x E X the solution of the equation Ax = p. Let (x k)k t N the sequence in X 3 
defined by the following recurrence: 
x0 =A;‘p; (A4 
For i := 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,. . . do 
begin 
- compute 
r’:=p-A 
i-l 
the residue of c xk with respect o A; 
k=O 
(A-2) 
3 In the particular case A, = I, this result and its corollary coincide with a remark of one of the reviewers. I had 
proved these results far before, to confirm the validity of Theorem 2.7, but I had not included them in the previous 
version of the text, although they are interesting in themselves, because the paper was quite long. 
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- compute 
xi :=Aglri, the solution ofA,( *) = r’; 
end; Then for euery i E N, 
x i+l= (I-A,‘A)x’. 
Moreover, if the spectral radius of I -A;‘A, 
p(‘-A,‘A) < 1, 
then 
m 
the series c x k converges to the solution x of Ax = p . 
k=O 
Proof. (i) Let us first prove (A.4). Due to (A.31 and (A.21, we have 
X 
i+l =A;+j+l =A;‘[P-A(~;~~]=A;‘[~-A(~<~~~-A~’ 
=A;‘[ p -A( ;$Oxk)] -A,%’ 
=A;lri -A;lAxi =xi _A;lAx’ = (1 -A;lA)x’. 
(ii) Let us now prove (A.6). We know from functional analysis that 
lim .,+,IIU-A,‘AYII”“. By (AS), q := p(I - Ai ‘A> < 1. Thus for every 0 < 
exists some no such that Vn 2 n,, II(I-AilA)” II <(q + EY. This implies 
E~=,(Z - AilA>” is absolutely convergent in B(X), the Banach space of all 
operators on X endowed with the induced operator norm, as follows from 
5 Il(I-A,'A)"II no-1 
n=O 
< go ll(I-A,‘A)“II + 2 (q+~)~ 
n=?Zo 
no- 1 
< n;. ll(M,‘A)“II + ’ 
1-q-E’ 
Moreover, from (A.41 it follows that 
2 xk= [ c (I-A;ti)k]~o=(Z-(I-A~‘A)))l~o=A-!A,~o. 
k=O k=O 
But from (A.11, Aoxo =I). It results then that CTzOxk =A-‘p, proving (A.6). 0 
p(I -A,lA) = 
E < 1 - q, there 
that the series 
linear bounded 
Corollary A.2. Let X be a Banach space and A,, A two linear bounded operators on X. Let us 
suppose moreouer that A = I + N (respectively A, = I + No) where the operators N and No are 
nilpotent and commute. Then A;‘, A-’ exist and belong to B(X). Inequality (A.51 is satisfied, 
i.e., p( I - A;‘A) < 1, because in fact p( I - A,?41 = 0, and the series C~=,x” in (A.61 contains 
only a finite number of nonzero terms. 
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Proof. Let p (respectively p,,) be the smallest positive integer such that NP = 0 (respectively 
N,Po = 0). The existence of A;’ (respectively A-l) as element of B(X) follows from 
A;’ = I -NO + N$ - No3 + -0. +(-l)J’~-lNOpo-l (respectively A-’ = I - N + N2 - N3 
+ * * * +( - l)P-lNp-l). Let us show now that (I -AilA)” = 0, for II >,pO +p. As A, and A 
commute by hypothesis, we have that (I --A;%)” = (A;‘)“(A, -A)“. By the Newton binomial 
formula and as A, and A commute, 
(A, -A)” = 5 ( -l)n-k( ;)N,:N”-‘. 
k=O 
Now at least one of the inequalities k >p,, or n - k >p must be true, because if they were 
false, i.e., k <pO and II - k <p, then we would have n = k + (n - k) <p,, +p, contradicting 
our assumption that y1 >pO +p. If k >po (respectively II - k >p), then N[ = 0 (respectively 
NnPk = 0). Thus every term in Newton’s binomial development is zero and thus (A, -A)” = 0 
for 12 >po +p. Thus ~(1 -A;‘A) = lim., +m II(I-A$4)” 11 ’n = 0. Eq. (AS) is thus satisfied 
and by (A.6) the series C~_,X~ converges to the solution x of Rx =p. Moreover by (A.4) for 
every i E N, xi+’ = (I-A;‘A)x’. Thus, CT=O~k = Ci:T-‘xk. This proves that the series 
C;=,X~ contains in fact only a finite number of nonzero terms whose sum is equal to x. q 
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